Plates XIII-XVI. THr• two species of Weaver Birds found in Ceylon closely resemble in outward appearance the House or "English" Sparrow. The variety that builds the more elaborate nest is the Baya (Ploceus p. philippinus). The bird is also found all over British India, Java and Sumatra. I had excellent opportunities of observing this remarkable nest builder and found many of its constructions throughout Ceylon. The male resembles the female during the "off" season but after the spring and autumn moults he assumes a canary-colored crown and other yellow patches, well distributed over most of his otherwise brown and white body. This decoration he loses when there is no nesting to occupy his attention.
THr• two species of Weaver Birds found in Ceylon closely resemble in outward appearance the House or "English" Sparrow. The variety that builds the more elaborate nest is the Baya (Ploceus p. philippinus). The bird is also found all over British India, Java and Sumatra. I had excellent opportunities of observing this remarkable nest builder and found many of its constructions throughout Ceylon. The male resembles the female during the "off" season but after the spring and autumn moults he assumes a canary-colored crown and other yellow patches, well distributed over most of his otherwise brown and white body. This decoration he loses when there is no nesting to occupy his attention.
The Weavers love to live and build in colonies, and generally choose for the purpose the neighborhood of a convenient tank or of a terraced rice field. Being graminivorous animals they find that paddy fields furnish valuable granaries for a food supply.
I noticed, also, that nests found in the Northern Province of
Ceylon almost invariably hang from the north and east exposures of the trees in which they are built and thus are least endangered by the battering winds of the southwest Monsoon.
Although much has been written about the remarkable nests of Ploceus there are many interesting points connected with their construction that have escaped most observers or that do not appear to have impressed writers sufficiently; and I propose with the aid of a series of photographs taken in situ to point out some of these curious happenings.
While the Tailor Bird does her best to conceal her nest (in which she succeeds admirably) the Weavers build their homes quite in the open where they can be seen of all men.
I saw a number of nests in a colony that had settled in a large tree growing about the center of a Ceylon cheena, or clearing made in the jungle for agricultural purposes. The proxi•nity of a watch- [ 
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WooD, The Nes• of the Baya Weaver Bird. tSuly house occupied by a boy whose duty it was to drive off destructive birds did not seem to affect the Weavers to any appreciable extent. They came and went as if no human being were near them. Where;•er placed the main objects sought are shelter from bad weather and safety from enemies. These provisions are reflected in the suspension of the nests on the sheltered side of a tree on branches detached from other limbs and by the peculiar form and swinging character of the nesting houses. There is, however, one precaution always taken--the nest hangs free in air and swings from the tree on which it is built in such fashion that it cannot be approached from below or from neighboring branches, and when that end is accomplished the birds may suspend their nests from quite low points, often not more than fifteen feet from the ground. The terminals of palm fronds and other branchlets, about twenty feet from the earth, or surface of a pond, are favorite sites. According to some writers, the Weavers, instead of building a new nest once or twice a year, may repair an old one, the chief evidence of which is the color contrast between the nest and the old grass employed in the process. Indeed a tree colony of several dozen nests may exhibit at the same time a collection of structures that vary in age from old specimens battered by months of wind and rain to new and fresh nests on which the builders are still working. In some of the latter from one to four white eggs may be hatching; from others issue little chattering cries that betray the presence of hungry fiedgings. The shape of the Ploceine nest has been likened to many objects --retorts, inverted bottles, flasks, etc. But to my mind Newton's similitude comes nearest to it.' He compares it to a stocking hung up by the toe, the heel enlarged to receive the eggs, while entrance and exit are made through the leg.
The material out of which the nests are made is mostly pliant grass stems and other tough fibers, especially strips of palm fronds. Legge and others think the birds strip from the leaves of palms, plantains, agaves, and other stringy plants fine but very strong threads for the weaving process. The bird collects them in this manner:--He bites a small piece from the base of the palm, sisal, hemp, or other fibrous plant, repeats the incision towards the tip, and grasping a few strands of the margin in his beak, THE AUK, VOL. XLIII. In every large colony are found what look like unfinished nests--that do not in building get further than this perch or roost stage, looking, as Jetdon says, like an inverted basket with a handle. So far as they go, these structures seem strong and well-finished, giving rise to many speculations as to their status. Are they made in an excess of home-building zeal by the male bird upon whose feet and beak time hangs heavily? Or, are they shelters to which he may retreat and rest secure from the torrential Monsoon? My friend, Mr. John Still, calls these half nests "canopies" (plate XIV, fig. 2 ) and believes they are intended by the male builder as a protected roost, and are not merely unfinished nests woo,, The Nest of the Baya Weaver Bird.
[July or an expression of extra-architectural activity on the part of the male. The main argument favoring this hypothesis is, of course, the finished appearance in many cases, of the canopy itself, its thick, smoothly plaited walls, the rounded edges of the perch and the absence of any attempt at completing the base of the globular chambers or the entrance spout. Captain Lcgge suggests that the canopy is a nest deserted after partial construction on account of some fault in it--an egg chamber too small, a neck not strong enough, etc.
Whether the canopy is deliberately planned as a shelter for one or both birds, or whether it is only a partially built and deserted nest, there can be no doubt that the nondncubatlng male has been seen occupying the structure and using it as a perching convenience; and there is no doubt that, whatever the original purpose of these structures, the canopy does make an admirable refuge from wind, rain and hot sun.
The illustrations show more plainly than any description the forms and the relative size of the completed nests and so-called canopies, both before and after removal from the tree-colony. One colony, placed in a Halamba tree, furnished four canopies, as well as two full length and one short nest. On the ground beneath the tree were picked up--evidently detached by the wind--five full length and two short-tubed nests.
In another tree we found seven canopies and five nests. Three egg chambers held a single egg and two had two eggs each. All the canopies had, on or near their margins, small lumps of dried mud, about which something further will be said; on the other hand, very few nests showed these deposits.
The lowest structure was twelve feet from the ground, the average was sixteen feet and the highest about twenty-five feet.
A small but for many reasons interesting colony had nested in a Damba tree. It numbered two canopies, one definitely unfinished nest, one long (with its entrance tube fifteen inches) and two completed but shorter nests. The long nest contained fledglings As soon as the egg-chamber is finished the female bird confines her attention to the completion of the interior of the nest, and leaves the work on its exterior to the male. They seem to work together, although the male gathers most of the building material which he pushes through the walls. It is then woven back and forth as long as possible, that is, until thick, tough, solid, basketlike walls are the result. The male bird now completes the entrance-spout, strengthens the walls of the upper nest and, in some instances, begins a second nest--like the structure already mentioned.
During the nest building both birds enjoy themselves thoroughly, the male often singing a little song as he joins with his mate in weaving the nest material into place.
Even after the eggs have been laid and the female has commenced to incubate the male continues to lengthen the entrance tube and to put what he regards as the finishing touches on his house. Often have I seen him diligently pushing fibres into place and pulling them back and forth on the surface of the nest to the accompaniment of a sweet little warble. I have never found a smooth firm margin on the end of any entrance tube; it is always frayed, thin and loosely woven, presenting a decidedly unfinished appearance. This condition is, I think, precautionary; it makes it all the more difficult for an enemy, by gaining a foothold on the threshold to invade the interior. woo., The Nest of the Baya Weaver Bird.
[July The length of the cylindrical entrance tube--generally two inches in diameter--varies greatly, as will be seen in the illustrations. Indeed the longest one I ever saw was in the private aviary of Mr. Shore-Bailey of Westbury, England, who has been very successful in breeding these birds in captivity. One of his nests has the entrance tube more than thirty inches long.
The length, strength and thickness of the various external components of the Weaver Bird's nest depend largely upon the building capacity of the male bird. As with male humanity this varies greatly. Long after the female begins to sit he may continue his task of nest building. If he is possessed of the building urge he strengthens the attachment of the structure to the tree above, adding more strands of fibre to and lengthening the rope that is already wound about the branch above. This suspension cord is also increased in sustaining power by short fibres of palm or agave, plaited with strands already in position; and the walls of the nest chambers themselves are consolidated by similar material The completed nest is a firm springy contrivance and so well woven that when thoroughly dried it is used by the natives for filling mattresses.
Sometimes during nest construction the birds bring in small lumps of wet clay which they stick to various parts of the interior of the nest and its walls. [July almost entirely of their own mucus. But this genus is in an evolutionary sense flanked on the one hand by genera (Micropus, Taehornis) whose nest material is partly mucus and partly other material, and on the other by genera whose nests have little or no mueoid matter in their make-up. However that may be, our Weaver Bird is a highly intelligent animal, and whether one attributes his remarkable house-building to instinet, to reason, or, as is most probable, to a combination of these faculties, he makes a very attractive captive and an engaging presence in an aviary large enough to afford him plenty of room in which to build and breed. He is, however, impatient of avian relatives, and is very likely to quarrel with other birds placed with him in the same flight.
T. B. Fletcher (Birds of an Indian Garden, 1924) tells us that among the natives of the Punjab a popular rhyme contrasts the helpless monkey with the resourceful house-building Weaver, in that the former cannot protect himself from the weather in spite of his human hands and feet. "This verse is quoted for the benefit of small boys and girls who object to learn, just as the busy bee is held up for infantile admiration of Western lands." Kandy, Ceylon.
